Speakers gave instructions to listeners to assembie the front view of a house from a set of ready-made pa.rts. The main aim was to îmd out bow tbe distribution of accents over expressions referring to tbe partsof tbe front view was related to the structure of the monologues containing the instructions. Each monologue was analysed as a series of instructions, each instruction specifying to the listener wbat to do witb one part of tbe front view (the TOPIC of tbe instruction). lt tumed out tbat tbe instruction was a meaningfuJ unit of analysis: when topics were introduced into an instruction, tbe speaker always used accented expressions; afterwards tbe topic was often refem!d to by a pronoun. When the speaker mentioned otber parts of the front view in tbe course of an instruction, he mostly used the narnes of the parts; most of these narnes were accented, tbough more often when they were used for tbe îust time in an instruction tban when tbey were used later on. The resuJts were interpreled to mean tbat tbe speakers used accentuation to signal to the listener the degree of availability of the information conveyed: an accented expression signals to the listener that he cannot easily map the expression onto tbe information it refers to in the context; an unaccented expression signals to tbe listener tbat he can map the expression directly onto the intended information, since tbe information at that point in the utterance may be supposed to be maximally activated due to the preceding context. Some consequences were considered for the listener's processing of the incoming information.
INTRODUCTION 269
In normal speech, some words are more prominent than others. Phonetic investigations have related differences in prominenee to acoustic correlates such as amplitude, duration, fundamental-frequency (F 0 ) peak and F 0 movement (e.g., Lehiste, 1970) . Since these parameters are under the control of the speaker, it is reasonable to ask why speakers make some words more prominent. An answer to this question not only sheds light upon the speech-production system, but might also be useful in designing tex.t-to-speech systems.
lnvestigations of Dutch intonation ('t Hart and Cohen, 1973; 't Hart and Collier, 1975) have shown that the main way for making words prominent in Dutch is to pronounee them with a clear pitch rise or pitch fall on the lex.ically stressed syUable of • This investigation is part of a more comprehensive project on the comprehension and production of descriptive language, in cooperation with the Max Planck Institut fûr Psycholinguistik, Nijmegen. The project was funded by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research, Grant 07-35. The author is very grateful to G. Doodeman and E. Truin for technica! assistance and data collection, and to Dr. S.G. Nooteboom and Dr. AJ .M. Houtsma for help in giving shape to various drafts of the paper.
Pitch Accents and IJigcourse
the word. We will therefore use the term .. pitch accent" instead of "prominence," or simply .. accent." Since the choice between rising and falling movements seems to be dictated mainly by positional constraints, we will not look for functional distinctions between rises and falls, but treat them as equivalent means for aceenting words.
In looking for the factors goveming the assignment of pitch accents to words, linguistic investigations have proposed both grammatical and non-grammatical determinants. Important grammatical factors are, for instance, word class and word position (e.g., Bresnan, 1972; Chomsky, 1971 , O'Shaughnessy, 1976 . But a purely grammatical account is insufficient, since, as has often been noted, one sentence can have several distributions of accents. The foUowing example shows that this has to do with the context of the sentence; if a word which for grammalical reasoos should be accented (cf. (I) ) is mentioned in the preceding context, it remains norrnally unaccented (cf. Bolinger, 1972; Chafe, 1974; Halliday, 1967 )(cf.(2)):
(I) (we do not often visit public events but)
we went to the theatre yesterday (2) (we do not often visit the theatre but) we went to the theatre yesterday (Accented words arè italicized.)
Such claims have received experimental support among others from GoodenoughTrepagnier ( 1977) . Another non-grammatica) factor that may affect the distribution of accents is the nonlinguistic context (cf. Schmerling, 1976) .. The relation between grammatical and nongrammatica) factors might best be considered such that non-grammatical factors modify syntax-based patterns of accentability; that is, listeners interpret actual accent patterns re la tive to their knowledge of the grammatica) rules ( cf. Ladd, 1978) . Our present concern will be with the non-grammatical factors.
In an earlier attempt to explore the factors causing speakers to accent some words rather than others (Nooteboom and Terken, 1982) , we perforrned an experiment in which speakers gave descriptions of successive changes in a letter contiguration displayed on a screen. The descriptions generally had the foUowing form: .. The p moves to the right of the k." By selecting the appropriate changes we could influence the content or'the successive utterances. We obtained the following results:
-if a letter name had not been mentioned in the preceding utterance, it was generally accented;
-if a letter name was repeatedly mentioned in successive utterances in the same sentence position, the probability that it would be accented dropped with increasing frequency of mention;
-letter narnes in subject position (always coinciding with sentence-initial position) were less often accented than letter narnes in predicate position (coinciding with sentencefinal position);
-the presence or absence of accent was an option for nominal expressions: speakers hardly ever used pronouns. ·
We have interpreled these results in teems of the foUowing hypothesis: the speaker's decision to accent or deaccent words depends on whether or not he judges their inter· prelation to be already available to the listener. "Available" denotes the ease or speed with which the intended interpretation can be accessed by the listener: speakers do not accent words when their interpretation is judged highly available; they do accent words when their interpretation isjudged to be relatively unavailable to the listener. Such a hypothesis would make sense if, as psycholinguistic investigations have shown, accents draw the listener's attention (cf. Cutler, 1976; Cutier and Fodor, 1979) : attention is directed to words requiring most processing. The factors taken into consideration by the speaker in determining whether an intended interpretation is available to the listener or not may then be summarized as recency of mention, frequency of mention, and factors guiding the selection of an expression for subject function or initial position (cf. Ertel, 1977; Osgood and Bock, 1977) .
It is quite possible, however, that these fmdings and .::onc1usions have rather lirnited applicability toother types of discourse, since the communicative taskin the experiment had some rather atypical features when compared withother discourse types: -each change was described in one short utterance; -due to the nature of the information to be transmitted, there was only a weak coherence between utterances: the utterances constituting a monologue could be reshuffled without affecting the monologue's coherence; -in descrihing a change, a speaker did not yet know what he would be saying in the next utterances, since he did not know what was going to happen next.
This type of discourse may be represented as in Figure la ; it can be seen that the utterance is the basic building block of the monologue. In most types of discourse, an utterance combines with other utterances to form larger discourse structures (such as paragraphs), as in Figure 1 b; or, in other words, the coherence between utterances is not equally strong at all utterance boundaries. (We define coherence as the degree to which the interpretation of an utterance is dependent on the interpretation of the preceding utterance, or, put differently, the degree to which an utterance cestricts or affects the interpretation of the succeeding utterance.) To find out whether discourse structure indeed affects the influence of the factors mentioned above, we used a less stringent task in the experiment to be reported in this study. Speakers were aUowed to delermine themselves the order in which information was to be presented and the number of utterances they used. We hoped in that way to elicit monologues with a structure resembling structure (b) in Figure 1 more than (a). We may then ask the foUowing questions:
-Does the probability of accentuation decrease with each additional reference to a referent, or is the probability of accentuation of expressions referring to the same referent in successive utterances affected by the degree of coherence between 
11\11\!l\
Ut U2 U3 U4 Us U6 U7 Ua U9 (Nooteboom and Terken, 1982) . (b) Structure more representative of planned monologues: utterances combine to form larger discourse units. The present task was intended to elicit monologues with a structure like (b).
utterances?
-ls mention in the immediately preceding utterance critica! for deaccentuation of a rcferring expression?
-What is the contribut ion of syntactic role or sentence position?
-What is the relation between word class and the distribution of accents?
METHOO

Task
The experimental task was the following. A speaker gave a listener instructions to assembie a two-dimensional representation of the front view of a house from a set of ready-made pieces of cardboard. The speaker and the listener had identical sets of elements at their disposal. The speaker could not see or hear the listener during the task, so that the speaker received no feedback about how clear bis instructions were; he had to decide for bimself when he had given enough information to the listener for proper execution. This was done for two reasons: the speaker would not interrupt bis utterances on the basis of bis watching the listener performa eertaio action; nor would the listener's contributions influence the information structure of the speaker's utterances. A secondary advantage was that potential conversational uses of accentuation (e.g., as a tum-taking device) could not influence the distribution of accents."
Material
The material consisted of two sets of ready-made pieces of cardboard. Each set contained the following pieces: a. front (in uniform black); b. roof; c. front door; d. small window for front door; e. window for living room; f. curtain for living room window; g. plant for living room window; h-i. two windows for bedrooms; j-k two curtains for bedroom windows; l. attic window; m. tree. The name of each piece was written on the back, in order to prevent identification or labelling problems. The resulting front view measured 20 by 35 cm. Figure 2 shows the set of pieces and a possible realization of the front view.
Subjects
Eleven speakers participated in the experiment: five male and three female employees of the Institute for Perception Research, and three women not associated with the lnstitute, who were paid for their participation. All were native speakers of Dutch. The listener was in most cases a· research assistant.
Procedure
The speaker and listener were introduced to each other, and the instructions were read to both together, in order to let the speaker know what information the listener had about the communicative situation. They were told that the experiment concerned how speakers give instructions, and that the instructions concerned the assembly of the front view of a house. Since the speaker could not see or hear the listener, he had to be sure to give the listener as much information as he or she needed to perform the task adequately. The speaker was told that he could u se the labels on the back of each piece, and that he could keep track of the state of affairs by applying bis instructions to bis own set of pieces. There was no criterion set for correct performance.
Additional questions were answered. If tb ere were no more questions, the speaker was seated in an Amplifon silent cabin on a chair at the table. The unordered set of pieces was already on the table. The listener was seated at a table outside the cabin so that he could not be seen by the speaker. There was a microphone suspended in the cabin, and the listener heard the speaker's voice through headphones. The speaker's utterances were also recorded on tape for later analysis. 
METIIOD OF ANAL YSIS
Accentuation analysis
The recorded monologues were typed out and analysed for pitch accents. The location of pitch accents was determined in the foUowing way. The author listened to each utterance and estimated the best fitting pitch contour in terms of the perceptually relevant pitch movements defmed by Collier and. 't Hart (1981) , whose notational system was used for writing these pitch contours down on the typed versions of the monologues. The resulting monologue transcriptions were then checked by a second phonetician trained in intonation analysis and acquainted with the notational system, who compared the transcriptions with the original utterances and suggested modifications when necessary. The number of disagreements was rather srnall. From the resulting transcriptions the locations of pitch accents were derived.
This procedure allows us in principle to examine the appropriateness of the transcriptions. Resynthesis of the utterances and comparison with the original utterances would be a check on whether or not they are indeed equivalent. Since this stage is very time-consuming, the analysis has been restricted to the procedure outlined above.
Discourse analysi!
In total, 11 monologues were coUected. The number of words per monologue ranged from 219 words for the shortest monologue to 799 for the longest. Part of a sample monologue is reproduced below (slashes are used to facilitate segrnentation in reading and are oot meant to indicate utterance boundaries). Accented words are italicized (italics in the English translation should not be seen as a proposal about accentuation in English): Thematic stiUcture. We wül use the term "thematic structure" to refer to the structuring of discourse in terms of what is spoken about and what is said about it, and the relations between successive issues spoken about. We take tlte instruction as the basic unit of thematic structure. Each instruction contains the information needed to bring one element of the set of pieces into place. This piece is labelled the TOPIC of the instruction (examples are the black square, the roof and the living room window in (3) 1-3, respectively). The criterion for identifying instructions is the introduetion of a new topic into the monologue. The topic of an instruction is therefore in the present approach determined on the .basis of the non-linguistic task structure. An instruction may mention several other referents besides the topic. We will label these referents non-topics (examples are the black square in (3) 2 and (3) 3, and the living room window in (3) 4 and (3) 5). Unguistic expressions corrèsponding to topical and non-topical referents will belabelled topicaland non-topical expressions, respectively. For our purposes here, an instruction is defined to begin at the onset of an utterance introducing a certain topic until the onset of an utterance introducing another topic. We wiJl assume that the degree of coherence in general is smaller between instructions than between utterances within instructions.
lt should be noted that the notion of topic as it is used here differs from what is understood as "topic" by most linguists. Our TOPIC is a referent, whereas most linguists · define the topic as a sentential phrase. Secondly, most linguists do not consider expressions that topicalize a referent to be topics themselves, whereas we consider phrases introducing the new topic as topical expressions too. Our notion of topic resembles the notion as it is used by authors in the field of discourse and conversation analysis (e.g., Grosz, 1978; Unde, 1977; Reichman, 1978) . The main reason for relating thematic structure to the task structure is that we need not define formal linguistic criteria for identifying topics.
Not all linguistic material falls under the heading of instruction. For instance, speakers begin with ordering the set of pieces for themselves; also speakers may at some point during the monologue make explicit some consequence of wltat has already been said in a preceding instruction. These contributions havenotbeen considered in the analysis.
Some speakers noted, while giving an instruction, that they had made an error, and subsequently chose another continuation of the instruction. These instructions were excluded from analysis. Also, some instructions deviated from other instructions in that they started with a complex topic (for instanee two windows) and then in the course of an instruction concentrated on the individual components. These were excluded from analysis as welt. Finally, the complete monologue of one speaker was discarded, because we could not determine the exact points at which the respective topics were introduced, and because he produced a number of intonation contours which could not be acco1,1nted for with the criteria of Collierand 't Hart (1981) .
Types of referring expressions. In the analysis we have restricted ourselves to expressions referring to pieces of the set constituting the front view. A referring expression can take several forms. We distinguish the following categories: a. Full referring expression, which enables the listener to piek out the intended referent on the basis of the lexical inforrnation contained in the expression. Not all expressions refer precisely to one piece. For instance, consider the following expressions:
( 4) 1. the curtain of the bedroom window 2. the curtain bedroom window (<'of the" deleted)
3. the bedroom window curtain (compound)
Whereas the last expression clearly refers only to the curtain, one might defend the idea that the fust expression refers to two pieces (curtain and bedroom window).
But then what about the second expression? To simplify matters we take such expressions to have only one referent (i.e., the curtain).
b. Incomplete reference: We have labelled referring expressions incomplete when they are neither "full" nor .. pronoun," but somewhere in between. Examples are "the red one" and "that thing." c. Pronoun: In general, this category presents no problems.
d. lmplicit reference: In a number of cases the speaker does notmention the intended referent but uses an expression which requires the listener to determine bimself the appropriate referent. An example is ''the left Side" instead of "the left side of the front." We label these cases ellipsis, though not all cases involved are real cases of ellipsis (in real cases of ellipsis the underlying form constitutes a grammatical phrase). A number of cases of ellipsis are irrelevant to our interest. They pertain mainly to ellipsis of first terros in coordinations, such as "to the left and to the right of the front door;" and to references to the horizontal and vertical axes (e.g., "from left to right"). The relevant cases mostly take one of the following forrns:
"the left side" insteadof "the left side of the window," and "to the left" inslead of ''to the left ofthe front door."
The main reason for including these cases of ellipsis/implicit mention is that in a number of cases when the speaker refers to a referent in an instruction the first time, he does so implicitly.
A referring expression is taken to be accented when at least one syllable in the expression is accented. Thus, both (5) dit slaapkamerraam (this bedroom window) and (6) dit slaapkamerraam (this bedroom window) are taken to be accented. The main reason fordoing so is that we are interested primarily in factors that make speakers use unaccented expressions as opposed to accented expressions, that is, expressions carrying no accent as opposed to expressions carrying one or more accents. (Later on we will return to this distinction and see that it is not always satisfactory .) RESULTS We will first give the general results and consider the questions raised in the introduction; then we will consider two categoties deviating from the general tendencies. Finally, we will consider a category of cases where the distribution of accents within the referring expression renders the dichotomy of ACCENTed and DEACCENTed expressions unsatisfactory.
First we have counted the number of accented and unaccented full expressions and pronouns, and the number of implicit references as a function of Topic/Non-topic and First/Later mention in instruction. The data are shown in Table 1 . The general pattem is as follows:
1. When a speaker introduces a new topic, he nearly always uses an accented full expression.
2. Once the topic of an instruction has been introduced, there is a considerable decrease in the number of accented expressions. When a speaker uses an unaccented expression, he mainly uses a pronoun.
3. When a speaker mentions a non-topical referent for the first time in an instruction, he is like1y to u se an accented full expression, but less often · than in the case of topical referents.
4. The main way of referring to non-topical referents that have already been introduced into an instrl.lction, is either by means of a full accented expression or by implicit reference.
As the results show, the majority of expressions referring to the already introduced topic of an instruction are unaccented, and these account for the majority of unaccented expressions; that is, in general there is a tendency for expressions referring to the al ready introduced topic of the present instruction to be deaccented, and for other expressions to be accented. We wil1 now consider how these data answer the questions raised in the introduction. · The first question raised at the end of the introduetion concerned the effect of frequency of mention. lf the probability of accentuation is a function of serial position, we would expect a gradual decline with each additional mention. On the other hand, if what counts is oot simple repetition but rather the way utterances relate to each other (the thematic structure of the discourse), we would expect two things: l. high probabilities of accentuation after points of low coherence (that is, after instruction boundaries) and low probabilities of accentuation after points of high coherence ( within instructions); 2. differences for topics and non-topics since utterances within instructions are thought to be coherent primarily by virtue of being about the same topic. Figure 3 gives the relevant data. As can be seen, there is no gradual decline in the probability of accentuation with serial position. lnstead, the probability of accentuation is high for first mention in the instruction and thereafter remains at the same low level; secondly, this effect is more marked for topical than for non-topical expressions.
The second question concerns the effect of recency of mention on the probability of accentuation. Unfortunately, our data do not allow a direct answer since the nu mb er error of the proportion, defmed as sp = p( ~ -p), is indicated with a verticalline. · of relevant cases is rather small: within instructions, there are only a few cases where referents are not mentioned in each utterance; between instructions, there are only a few cases where a referent is mentioned in two successive utterances. However, inspeetion of the data reveals that both within and between instructions deaccentuation of nontopical referents hardly ever occurs, when the referent has not been mentioned in the immediately preceding utterance, whereas deaccentuation does occur when the referent has been mentioned in the preceding utterance, even when the intervening utterance boundary is also a boundary between instructions. This observation suggests that recency may indeed affect the probability of accentuation. On the other hand, expressions referring to the house itself are often deaccented, even though the house has not been mentioned over long stretches of discourse. The third question to be considered is whether differences in probability of accentuation are associated with differences in grammatical role or with differences in the position of the expression in the clause. To answer this, we have considered all clauses containing fmite verbs, so that it is relatively easy to assign expressions to grammatical role and clause positions (the order of referring expressionscan be more naturally related Pronominal 19 119 to the domain of the clause than to the domain of the utterance ). Again, we have only considered expressions referring to elements of the house, thereby excluding references to the participants in the communication ("1," "you," ''we") which (if present) generally occupy subject position. Table 2 gives the relevant data. In testing the contributions of grammatkal role and sentence position, we find that they both affect the probability of accentnation (x 2 1 , 509
= 40.0; x 2 1 , 509 = 88.5, respectively)~ Also, there is a strong relation between position and grammatica) role (x 2 1 , 509 = 147 .9): subjects occur more often in initial position than non·subjects. For initial position, however, the probability of accentnation of expressionsis independent of grammatkal role (x 2 1 , 1 54 = 0.16). The fourth question concerns the effect of word class: do speakers use deaccentuatiori as an option more or less independent of the choice between nominal and pronominal expressions, or are the two options associated? As Table 3 shows, accented expressions are mostly open class words, unaccen ted ex pressions are mostly pronouns (x 2 1 ,s 4 4 = 286.8).
The results suggest that tht: instruction is a meaningful unit of analysis as the basic building block of thematic structure. Thematic structure does not have an all-or·none eff~ct, however; there are two categoriesof deviations from the general pattern. These we will consider now.
Accented expresslons re[erring to the cu"ent topic
Out of the 89 accented topical expressions at later mention, 21 are full expressions giving an additional specification of the topic immediately after the topic has been intro· duced, such as in example (7). (7) then we take the front door that is the red rectangle Such additional specifications might be considered to be part of the topicalization procedure (including topic shift).
The function of topic shift as part of the topicalization procedure might also account for 12 of the 14 accented pronouns, which occur immediately after the current topic has been introduced, as in (8). (8) we take the /illing room window we put that in ...
(The other cases of accented pronouns are part of identifying clauses providing the additional specifications considered above).
Of the remaining 54 cases, there are eight accented topical expressions that are part of. an explicit double contrast, as in (9). (9) ... so that the short side of the front door is against the bottorn of the black
square .•.
A number of other expressions might also be accented for reasons of contrast, but we have chosen not to include these cases, since it is hard to identify them on structural grounds. Still other expressions are accented for a variety of reasons, such as selfcorrection and repetition of an expression including its intonation contour. But a number of expressions are accented for no apparent reason. In most of these cases it is possible todrop the accent without resulting unacceptability.
Deaccented non-topical expressiom
We fmd unaccented expressions referring to non-topical referents both at the beginning of instructions and later on. Those at the beginning of instructions (n = 9) generally refer to the topic of the immediately preceding utterance, and seven of these occur in initial utterance · position. Deaccented non-topical expressions later on in the instruction are generally involved in a contraslive relation, althougil it is again probiernatie to identify them on structural grounds.
Heads and modifiers
So far, we . have simply considered the distribution of accents over referring expressions. That is, we have simply taken both of the following to be accented.
(5) this bedroom window (N = 338) (6) this bedroom window (N = 28) These are not free variants: when the speaker introduces a new topic, the head noun of the expression is nearly always accented. There are 12 cases (out of 112 cases of topic introduction) where the head noun is not accented. In seven of these the speaker had introduced in an earlier part of the monologue another topic with the same name or shape (four other cases concern the use of head nouns such as .. piece"). Compare the following example:
(10) I. we nemeneen slaapkamerraam/dit plaatsen we in de we take one bedroom window/we place this along the /engterich ting longitudinal axis 2. we nemen het andere slaapkamerraam we take the other bedroom window
Although the new topic in (10) 2 is mentioned for the first time in the monologue, the semantic category "bedroom window" has been used to refer to the topic of the preceding instruction. Deaccentuation of the head noun of a referring expression does not only occur when the semantic category bas been mentioned in the immediately preceding instruction. Sametimes there is an intervening instruction as in the following examples:
( 11) 1. dan gaan we een gordijn aanbrengen in het woonkamerraam then we place a curtain in the living room window 2. dan pakken we het dakraam then we take the attic window 3. en daar brengen we ook een gordijn op aan and on it we a/so place a curtain
In (I I) 3 "a curtain" is deaccented and corresponds to "a curtain" in (IJ) I.
(I 2) I. dan pakken we een slaapkamerraam then we take a bedroom window 2. dan brengen we een rood gordijn aan then we place a red curtain 3. dan rechts daarvan het andere slaapkamerraam then to the right of it the other bedroom window
In (I 2) 3 "the bedroom window" is deaccented and corresponds to the phrase "a bedroom window" in ( 12) I.
DISCUSSION
We have started from the hypothesis that the presence or absence of an accent on a referring expression depends on whether -in the speaker's apinion -the referent is available to the listener. The results suggest that the speaker's judgments regarding the availability of a referent is sensitive to the thematic structure of the discourse.
1. Within an instruction, the probability of accentuation does not show a gradual decline as the number of references toa referent increases. Rather, there is a considerable decrease from the first to the second reference; after the second reference there is no further decrease. Also, these probabilities reach more extreme values for topical than for non-topical expressions.
2. Across instruction boundaries, there seems to be no carry-over of estimated availability: the probability of accentuation of a non-topical expressiondoes notdepend on whether the referent bas been mentioned in the preceding instruction. There are two notabie exceptions to this generalization: firsdy a new instruction may open with an unaccented expression referring to the topic of the immediately preceding instruction; secondly, when the speaker refers to the house as a whole, he often uses an unaccented expression, regardless of whether the house bas been referred to earlier in the same instruction, or in the preceding instruction.
The role of thematic structure also shows up in the following:
3. Speakers preferably put unaccented expressions in utterance-initial positions. This finding supports the often proposed association between early sentence position and referential information al ready available from the context ( often referred to as the GIVEN-NEW orde ring, cf. Halliday, 1967; Clark and Haviland, 1977; Bock and lrwin, 1980) . Combined with the fact that most unaccented expressions are topical expressions, this illustrates the fact that topicality and GIVENness are often associated ( cf. Goodenough-Trepagnier and Smith, 1977).
4. Speakers prefer to use pronouns to refer to the topic of an instruction once it bas been introduced into the instruction (comparable findings have been reported by Reiehman ( 1978) , Linde ( 1917) , Marslen-Wilson, Levy and Tyler ( 1982) , and by Karmiloff. Smith (1981) for children).
That thematic structure is taken into consideration in judging the availability of a referent also becomes clear when we follow the course of an instruction. Let us take the end of the previous instruction as a starting point, when the topic of that instruction is still in the focus of attention (that is, is still the most available referent).
When the speaker introduces a new topic into the discourse, the referent must be given preferential status in the listerer's discourse model. Generally, this takes the fotlowing form: the speaker makes the expression introducing the new topic very prominent, and uses syntactic means to signal topic shift ("and then ... "). There is hardly any exception to the rule that such introductory phrases are marked by accentuation; in genera!, the noun and whatever adjectives are present are accented. (When the new topic belongs to the same semantic category as the topic of the preceding instruction, the word expressing the category is generally deaccented, implying that deaccentuation also occurs when the meaning of a word is judged to be available rather than the intended referent ( cf. also Pechmann, 1981 ) . However, si nee the referent itsetf is not available, the speaker must somehow accent another word by default (cf. Ladd, 1978) . This problem can be solved in two different ways: (I) if the referring expression contains other accentable words, these other words may be accented by default (such as in "the green window" after "the blue window"); (2) if there are no words left to carry the pitch accent, some other word may be inserted specifically to carry the pitch accent, and to indicate that the current referent in some respects is identical to the preceding topic (such as in "the other bedroom window" after "a bedroom window"). This observation suggests that accentuation requirements interact with the choice of words used to code the information.)
In addition, the new topic may be given high availability relative to the other referents by further specifying its properties (among other things, this lengthens the time the listener is concentrating on the new topic). The expression containing the additional specification presents information not yet available and is accordingly marked by accentuation;again, as a rule, the noun and whatever adjectives are present are accented.
The use of accented pronouns immediately after topic introduetion seems to be another way to confirm for the listener the fact that there has been a topic shift.
From this point on the new topic is the referent with the highest degree of availability, and we may suppose there to be a conesponding decrease in the availability of other referents. This explains why expressions referring to referents other than the topic are generally accented when they are mentioned for the first time in the instruction, even though they may have been mentioned fairly recently (an exception is the case where the speaker relates the present topic to the topic of the preceding instruction: in that case the speaker often uses an unaccented expression to refer to the preceding topic, generally as the first expression in the instruction).
As the topic is the most available referent of all, the speaker may use unaccented expressions; in general, he uses an unaccented pronoun to refer to the topic; this suggests that lexical information is judged redundant for determining the intended referent (cf. Marslen-Wilson, Levy and Tyler, 1982, p. 365) .
There are, however, a number of cases where the speaker accents topical expressions. Why would he do so? We will fust consider the effect of contrast.
If what matters for deaccentuation is the availability of a referent relative to the present state of the listener's discourse model, we would expect that a topical expression which is part of a contraslive construction, such as those we have considered in the results section, would gen\}rally be unaccented. This proved not to be the case. Such expressions are probably accented because the speaker wants to focus the listener's · attention on the contrasting elements (Chafe, 1974) ; that is, the distribution of accents in the initia! part of a contrastive construction is determined more by relations with what he will say later on, than (as in other uses of accentuation) on relations with the preceding linguistic context. One might suggest that this account of contraslive accentuation should be generalized to all cases of accentuation; one argument in favour is that it is not possible to make a clear distinction between what is and what is not con~rastive. We will not analyse this possibility in more detail. 1 (Although topic-bood 1 Some authors consider all uses of accent in context as indicative of contrast, where the actual referent is contrasled with the other ones possible at that moment, or the others the speaker is thinking of (Keijsper, 1982; Thorsen, 1980) . lf one prefers to look u pon it in that way, the present investigation might be considered as focusing on the question of how context affects whether for the speaker a referent is the only one coming into view, or whether there are more, in the course of formulating what he will say. Of course, the question of how the context delimits thesetof alternative candidates cannot be answered without taking into consideration the thematic structure of the discourse. Moreover, it is not clear what predictions may be derived from such a theoretical proposal regarding the influence of accentuation on the listener's comprehension.
does not seem to affect the distribution of accents in contrastive constructions, its influence shows up in other ways: (I) generally, the topic is mentioned before the other referent involved;(2) often, the topic is mentioned implicitly.) Secondly, there are topical expressions in the course of an instructien that are accented for no apparent reason. However, since there is astrong relation between word class and the presence or absence of an accent, one might suggest that in these cases local, syntactic considerations (the tendency to accent a noun just because it is a noun) override global, contextual considerations ( the decision to deaccent a word that refers to an available referent). The strong association between the presence or absence of accent and word élass might derive from the "reluctance" to use nouns in informal speech situations, that is, the tendency to use nouns only when the speaker refers to unavailable information, and to use pronouns to refer to avaitable information.
Since the information in an instructien is by defmition relevant to the topic, not with respect to other referents, one might expect the estimated availability of non-topical referents to remain relatively low in the course of an instruction, even when they are mentioned repeatedly. This accounts for the finding that there is no sharp reduction in the . probability of accentuation for non-topical referents from the first to the seoond mention in the instruction. On the other hand, since all of the discourse is relevant to the assembly of the house (which may be considered to be the "discourse topic"), the availability of the referent 'house' may be judged high throughout the discourse. This explains why recency considerations do not play a role for the "discourse topic" house.
lf accented expressions are generally used to refer to unavailable information, one might ask what the communicative functions are of the presence or absence of pitch accents on referring expressions. Representatives of the Form/Content analysis approach have related the presence of an accent to High Deixis and the absence of an accent to Low Deixis ( Garcia, 1977; Kirsner, 1979) . High Deixis he re signifies "greater urging that the hearer find the referent" and Low Deixis signifies "lesser urging that the hearer find the referent," that is, Deixis is given primarily "instructional" meaning (Kirsner, 1979, p. 373) . Ladd (1978) associates absence of accent with "shifter," that is, an expression the meaning of which is to be intetpreted with respect to another part of the discourse. However, our proposal to associate accentuation with availability seems to lead to more specific predictions about how the presence or absence of àn accent might affect the listener's processing of the incoming speech: if we assume that a listener needs less time to locate referents that are immediately accessible than to locate referents that are not, the absence of an accent on a referring expression may signal to the listener that he should try out first that potential referent for a referring expression that is most available at that point in the utterance, or, if the listener has already found a potential referent, that he has probably taken the right one.
Thus, the appropriate distribution of accents would help the listener to effectively allocate processing resources at each point in the utterance. To Ulustrate how this might go about, take the foUowing example:
(13) take the living room window and put it to the left ofthe front door so that the upper side of the li ... lf the syllable li-is unaccented, the listener may simply take the topic (living room window) as the intended referent, or he may have already done so on the basis of the earlier part of the utterance. In either case he may perfarm only a superficial analysis of the next speech segments to see · whether they match his expectations and allocate processing resources to other activities, such as integration. Predictions following from these suggestions will be investigated in subsequent research. There are two points which we have nat considered, and which may nevertheless be relevant to the results of the present investigation.
l. Our defmition of topics, and the decision to take the instruction as the primary unit of thematic structure, may have concealed factors which are relevant to the dist.ribution of accents, and which would have shown up under other approaches: such approaches might capture cases of accentuation for which the present approach has no explanation.
2. We have treated all types of accent as equivalent. It is not clear, however, whether this is completely valid: future research might show that there are indeed functional differences between different types of pitch movement, irrespective of positional and melodie constraints.
CONCLUSION
The present results suggest that if the speaker can bring about a clear thematic structure in his discourse, he makes the distribution of accents dependent on it: expressions introducing a new topic are always accented. Once the topic is introduced the speaker aften uses unaccented expressions, preferably pronouns. Expressions referring to other referents than the topic are often accented, especially at the beginning of a new thematic unit, even when the referent has been mentioned recently. One factor overruling this influence of thematic structure is contrast: expressions involved in a contraslive relation are generally accented. The distribution of accents within referring expresslons may vary as a function of the linguistic context; for instance, if the samenounis used to refer to two different referents successively, the second instanee of the noun is deaccented and an adjective or adverb is accented. This use of accentuation may help the listener to process the incoming speech efficiently.
